
CARING BEYOND 

A fermentation container can function as a tool to continuously practising
care with. If you have any other caregiving  tips  about fermentation,

you can share them with us in the form of digital sticky notes. 
tips

Eat in
salad

Good with
alcohol

Can create a
daily ritual

around it (to
check, to taste

to release
pressure etc.)

Once it is half
empty in the

fridge, transfer it
to another

container to
prevent to much

oxygen

Name it so
you are less

likley to
forget about

it

to make it into a
learning

experience then
can mark down

observations
over time 

Connect it to
something
elses that

you do daily

Have a
diary/notebook/note

in your phone to
capture process and

thoughts

cherish the
excitement

You can use
clean stone
to push the

mixture

Push
down with

a spoon

Put the stone
on a plate not
touching the

food

Put a bowl
underneath
to prevent
overflow

Fruits and
vegetables: Store

your fermentation
container outside
direct sunlight at

room temperature.

It is enough to put
the lid on the

container loosely. If
you decide to close

it tightly, make sure
to release the

pressure daily.

Keep observing
with all your

senses over the
fermentation

process.

You decide how
you like your

ferment best. Then
it is time to slow it

down in a cool
place, e.g. your

fridge.

Fruits and
vegetables: 
In the cool

location, you can
store it for six

months to a year

find a balance in-
between opening
it to try, and not

opening it too
often so too much

oxygen gets in

CARING WITH OTHER HUMANS

Creating a label for a fermentation container can be seen as part of creating
a gift for another human, as caring with another human. Let's ideate about
with whom , how and why to care in relation to fermentation and human

care. Capture your thoughts on digital sticky notes afterwards.
whyhowwith whom

Friends

Family

Avoid
confusion

in the
kitchenCohabitants

Strangers

Ferment
together

Avoiding eating
something

allergy inducing
or expired

Fermentation
reading circle

Co-learning

Sharing the
fermentation

container at the
beginning/end
of the process

Discussion
and

bonding

Care for self -

reminding of

date made (not

eating expired

food), label as

creativity outlet

Integrate
fermented
food into

shared dishes

Children

Sneak
vegetables
into there

diet

to make
others
happy

gifting ferments,
sharing ferments

+ starters,
fermenting

together + having
fun

Inspire them
and make them
curious to try
fermentation

themselves

Let them
taste

Tell them
about your

fermentation
experiments

Place
fermentation

container
visible in your

apartment

positive
emotions

when
consuming

the food Learn from
each other

Everyone
can add to

the
experience

safety for
the humans
we care for

documentation

effort into
recording the
event of the

specific
fermentation

It feels much
better because I

can share my
experience and
we can support

each other

When I hear
other's

experiences with
caring, I learn and

I can use what I
learn in caring

råd—advice.
This jar is an

advice for other
people, it is like

a tip: You can
also do it

Råd-dish 

For people that
think cooking is
difficult and all 
people that are

wasting food

for the
person who I
live with and

for myself

with people
that I care

with

by providing
healthy and
thoughtful

food

because it is
important

what we put
in our body

People
suffering

from
depression

and anxiety

Healthy diet
might help, not

100 percent
scientifically

proven

To care with the
people/beings
that we care
about and/or
care about us.

Giving them
something to

care with 

Making food that
can be shared with
others (seasoning -

something you don't
consume a lot on

your own?). Care for
community.

why
(with)
whom how tipswhat

INTERACTIVE CARE MAPPING
MAP OUT TOGETHER

Let's create together a mapping with digital sticky notes about caring with
fermentation. How can fermentation be seen as a practice beyond human (self-) care?

The different care aspects are related to fermentation in general beyond fruits and
vegetables and not only to specific activities mentioned as examples. Allow yourself

to think outside the box. The sticky notes you can already see arise from participants
of my Online Fermentation Game Events or other co-creators of this map. Please

follow the colour code of the sticky notes below. Those sticky note colours are also
indicated in the different care sections. 

KEY FEATURES MURAL

• Toolbar on the left side
• Overview of shortcuts in the help section in the top right corner

• Sticky notes: Drag them from the toolbar/double click on the canvas
• Duplicate elements: cmd/ctrl D

• Close look on sticky notes: Press X while hovering over them

Caring with can be used as an experimental, explorative and attentive practice for
knowledge creation. This practice moves in between discovering and reflecting,

practising and questioning. There are possibilities to reveal, unwrap, open up new
trains of thoughts and expand existing pathways. Care can mean a lot of different

things for everyone. Let's discuss what and whom do you associate with care?
Capture your associations with the help of digital sticky notes. 

CARING WITH CARE

what whom

to support
each

other 
Empathy and

understanding
of each other

Saving and
protecting 

to take care
of each
other

to be there
for each

other

Anyone who is
in need of

being taken
care of

Humans

FriendsFamily

Planet

Animals

to
maintain

to recover

Notion of
caring with
=> mutual

relationship

Things I
own

Carrying
things

(physical
action)

to fix

Time 

Energy

I care about
objects that I

own, because of
planet resources,
time of workers,
and my money

Care for all living things
coming from the

understanding that we are
all interconnected and

therefore dependent on
each other. I don't see it as
being selfish or altruistic,

just understanding
dependence. 

All living and
non-living

things

Caring to create 
connections within one's

self, and with other people,
to gain positivity and

create a better
environment. We connect

with our emotions, and
listen to our needs and the

needs of others to create
positive change.

People and
Ideas

Sharing is
caring

Care for non-
living things that

we use to live
(homes, furniture,

clothes). 

Thoughts/Actions
you take towards

someone/something
without expecting
anything in return

Waste of
these can be
the opposite

of care for
living things.

CARING WITH THE PLANET EARTH

Fermentation can have a positive influence on the planet Earth, for example
through reducing the dependence on global imports due to preserving local and

seasonal food, making it available outside its seasons. Ideate about how and why
to care with the planet Earth through fermentation. Capture your ideas with the

help of digital sticky notes.

whyhow

Seasonal
preservation

Cutting
down on
transport

emmisions

Less
packaging

waste

You make
the

packaging!

Preventing
and

reducing
food waste

Interest
towards
relations
between
species

Learning
about the

processes on
the planet

Earth

Building
knowledge

about a wide
range of
possible
practices

use seasonal, local
goods to ferment, use

overproduce (from
our farm), use also

‘ugly’ and maybe not
that fresh anymore

products

showing
care

through
valuing

Ferment
rescued

vegetables

Creating a
better

connection
between you
and what you

consume

connect more
with the food
you eat, it is

really easy to do
and everyone

can do it

Eating better
and more

sustainable
foods

Shorter
transport

ways lead to
less

emissions

What are 
options on

this planet?

You do not
need use the
cooler/fridge

(saving
energy)

Re-using
glass jars
helps the

planet

Some people eat
only "nice

looking" veggies,
here you need to
cut everything so
it doesn't matter

by helping
to produce
less trash

You can use
leftovers from

your regular
cooking and use

them to make
vinegar

You made a conection
between you and the
food. You are in some
kind of relation with

it. You feel more
responsibility for

that.

You don't have to be
annoyed by the

carrot getting moldy
so fast in Sweden in
comparison to other
countries, where it
grows more localy

Food fermentation is a
natural process and a
natural way of food

preservation. Thus it
doesn't require any

technified production, it
doesn't require any

technology which anyhow
harm our planet and

natural environment.

Giving back
to nature, fair

play,
conscious

consumption.

Food fermentation is an evolution
of the food. We take it in one form
and transform it into something

else. Our personalities are shaped
by genetics and environment. This

is an example of how nature is a
product of what we as humans do.

It is effected by how we treat it.
Food fermentation is what we do to

it+how it reacts and how the food
'decides' to react to it. In this case,

we are creating something positive.

Saving food
you have it

home before
it turns bad

Fermentation
provides a good

source of vitamins,
minerals, good

healthy bacteria and
in the same time one

avoids waste.

CARING WITH NON-HUMANS
An example of caring with non-human species in the practice of fermentation

are microbes. They need a certain environment that allows them the process of
fermenting food. Salt influences this environment. Let's map out other ways of

caring with non-humans under the aspects of  with whom , how and why .
Capture your ideas on digital sticky notes.

whyhowwith whom

It is a
mutually
beneficial

relationship

Caring for
others can

help you care
for yourself

to encourage
the processes

because we
are also

dependent
on them

with the
vegetables, the
nutrition, the

organisms
facilitating the

processes

You have to
give care on
their terms

physical effort,
intention in

actions,
mindfulness in

choices 

tiny tiny
microbes

in some other
fermentation

practices:
feeding Observing

their
bubbles

over time

Figuring
out how we
can "listen"

to them

In
relation

to health

Valueing
the

vegetables
All living

being

Benefits for
gut

microbiome

No food wasting
(you bought
something is

getting bad, so
ferment it!)

by saving
resources

Preparing
food for
others
species

Composting
the leftover

of our
veggie

Encourage
certain

microbes to
grow and

others not to

Touching the food and
massaging it feels

relaxing, especially
nowadays when we avoid
direct contact with food,

and when people get
sometimes obsessed with
avoiding germs, which is

counterproductive.

It's relaxing, and allows us to
practice the natural human

instinct to care for someone (or
something, in this case). Children

care for their teddy bears and
dolls, which are intimate objects.

Fruits don't have human qualities,
but they are another form of life.
We are satisfying our own needs

to care, and it feels rewarding. The
result of what we care for is a

reflection of our own well-being.

Going back to a
more natural
environment,

preserving and
saving life, future
economy, present

pleasure

Pets and
farm

animals

Feeding
them

fermented
food

CARING WITH THE HUMAN SELF 
The practice of chopping can be seen as a human self-care activity related to

fermentation that releases stress. Let's map out with digital sticky notes other
examples of how and why to connect fermentation and human self-care. whyhow

You are taking
time to prepare

food for
yourself (not

instant noodles)

Benefit for
digestive
system

Remind of
fun

memories
(babushka's

food)

Bonding
experience
if done in
company

Microbes
nourish the

human
microbiome

of the gutSnack
while

cutting :)
Good

microflora =
good mood

Fermented
carrots already
taste like salad

without need of
adding dressing

A way to sneak
vegetables into
your diet (eat as
a little side salad

with main
course!)

The human self-care
through care for food and
nutrition is important as

food is basis for human life;
also, it has an important

role in human relations as
well as human to other

animal relations and
human to environment

relations

Fermentation will
give a good result

when the vegetable
is properly taken

care of beforehand.
Same as people.

Do
something
with your

own hands

Preparing
food makes

me feel
better

Quick
snack/side

dish
opportunity 

The process of
chopping pieces into

equal shapes carefully
can be seen as a

meditative practice
through putting effort

into the process and
caring for the outcome 

Fermentation
container

waits for you
in the fridge

embodied
knowledgement

Effort

Creates
future

happiness

Smelling the
vegetables
gave me a
positive
feeling

Touching the
vegetables

made me feel
fresh

Because when I
know more about
the food that I eat,

I feel closer to
them like getting

to know your
friend more

I am making
very arty

shapes

I feel the
rythm

(music), it
makes me

calm

It is important to
have a

connection to
what we eat,

because they are
helping me grow

I am thinking more
about the veggie,
because I am not

cutting things usually
so properly

I just have time, I
am not in rush, I

can relax by doing
something for long

time, and repeat 

When we
concentrate on

making the food,
we let ourselves
to stress less and

be present

Focusing on
food

preparation 
activity

Doing
something with

the future in
mind. Care for

future self.

Making
something

slowly. Feeling
more inside
your body.

While vegetables are being
fermented, they actually
use their own "resources"

(like bacterias, etc.) to
transform themselves to a
new and possible a better

version. That's kinda what
humans do with self-care.

Chopping is a
mindless activity

where you feel the
rhythm of what
you're doing and

disconnect. It's what
human self-care is

about.


